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ABSTRACT 
 
An objective method to measure the effectiveness of regional anesthesia can reduce time and unintended pain inflicted to 
the patient. A prospective observational study was performed on 22 patients during a local anesthesia before undergoing 
hand surgery. Two non-invasive techniques thermal and oxygenation imaging were applied to observe the region 
affected by the peripheral block and the results were compared to the standard cold sensation test. 
The supraclavicular block was placed under ultrasound guidance around the brachial plexus by injecting 20 cc 
Ropivacaine. The sedation causes a relaxation of the muscles around the blood vessels resulting in dilatation and hence 
an increase of blood perfusion, skin temperature and skin oxygenation in the lower arm and hand. 
Temperatures were acquired with an IR thermal camera (FLIR ThermoCam SC640). The data were recorded and 
analyzed with the ThermaCamTM

 Researcher and Matlab software. Narrow band spectral images were acquired at 
selected wavelengths with a CCD camera either combined with a Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (420–730 nm) or a 
tunable hyper-wavelength LED light source (450-880nm). Concentration changes of oxygenated and deoxygenated 
hemoglobin in the dermis of the skin were calculated using the modified Lambert Beer equation. Both imaging methods 
showed distinct oxygenation and temperature differences at the surface of the skin of the hand with a good correlation to 
the anesthetized areas. A temperature response was visible within 5 minutes compared to the standard of 30 minutes. 
Both non-contact methods show to be more objective and can have an earlier prediction for the effectiveness of the 
anesthetic block.  
 
Keywords:  Thermography, Hyper spectral, 2D, Hemoglobin, Oxygenation. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this paper we present the results of a prospective observational study performed on 22 patients during local block 
anesthesia before undergoing hand surgery.  
The standard sensory block testing (cold sensation or pin prick) relies on the response of the patients and is therefore not 
always reliable and sometimes not possible to do these tests (mentally confused patients, small children).  Measurement 
of a significant skin temperature increase could be a good alternative. The use of infrared thermography cameras for this 
application looks promising1, this because of the speed of image recording, the accuracy and absolute temperature 
measurements and the non-invasiveness of the method. Infrared thermal imaging has been used to detect abnormalities 
(hot spots) in the skin caused by for example malignancies or inflammation. Infrared thermology is a powerful tool but it 
detects only temperature and the relation to physiology has to be interpreted by the physician or the researcher. 
Blockage of small sympathetic nerves with local anesthetics causes vasodilatation, increasing the blood flow to the arm 
and hand and thereby the local temperature of the skin2,3. With thermographic imaging, the temperature distribution can 
be measured over a large skin area in non-contact mode. The increased blood flow to the hand will also give an increase 
in total blood volume in the hand (ΔtHb). With reflectance spectroscopy the changes of oxygenated and deoxygenated 
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hemoglobin (ΔO2Hb and ΔHHb) in skin can be detected4,5. It is to be expected that increased inflow of oxygenated 
blood will give an increased oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobin remains constant (no change in 
consumption).   
This study will evaluate the usefulness of a thermography imaging system and a hyper-spectral imaging system to 
predict the success or failure of a regional block in an early stage compared to the cold sensation test.  

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Nerve block procedure 
A regional anesthetic nerve block gives a reversible loss of sensation in the area where the operation takes place and is 
routine practice in anesthesia and pain management. A supraclavicular block provides anesthesia to the entire arm and 
hand, and is performed by injecting 20 cc Ropivacaine (Naropin) around the brachial plexus.  
The brachial plexus is a collection of nerves trunks located in the neck 6,7, starting at the spine and splits up in to the 
axillary, median, ulnar and radial nerves (Figure 1). The nerves control the muscles in and receive sensations from the 
arm and hand. Three nerves control the hand: The median nerve gives feeling to the skin of the hand around the palm, 
the thumb, and the index and middle fingers, the ulnar nerve supplies muscles bending the wrist and fingers and gives 
feeling to the skin of the half of the back of the hand; ring and little finger and part of the middle finger, the palm of the 
hand and the radial nerve muscles that lift and straighten the wrist, thumb, and fingers. The radial nerve gives feeling to 
the skin on the outside of the thumb and on the back of the hand the index finger and half of the middle finger.  
The patients in this study were scheduled for elective hand and/or wrist surgery under plexus brachialis anesthesia. The 
study was performed without interfering with the normal clinical procedure and all patients gave informed consent 
before surgery. Exclusion criteria: contra-indication to regional anesthesia, trauma patients, sepsis, and patient refusal. 
Before insertion of the supraclavicular block, all patients had intravenous (IV) access secured and standard monitoring, 
electrocardiogram, pulse oximetry and non invasive blood pressure was applied. The patients were placed in a supine 
position, with their heads turned in the contra-lateral position of the arm to be anesthesized. A single shot bolus of 
Ropivacaine was administered round the plexus, using ultrasound guidance, and every 5 minutes a cold sensation test 
was performed by a cooled gel pack. The test was performed on both forearms; the patients were asked if they felled 
differences in cold sensation: The result was cold or no cold sensation (2-point scale) in the blocked arm. 
 

               
 
Figure 1. On the left the location of the Brachial plexus and the location of the radial, ulnar and 
median nerves leading down the arm and hand (from ADAM Interactive Anatomy), on the right the 
corresponding areas on the dorsal view of the hand.  

 

2.2. Experimental setup 
The patients laid in bed with the hand resting on a pillow of foam (Tempur). The temperature in the room was constant at 
24 degrees Celsius and the patients acclimatized to room temperature for at least 30 minutes. Both the camera systems 
were positioned above the hand. The cameras were positioned perpendicular towards the hand at a distance of 1 meter 
(figure 2). Imaging with both systems occurered from 0 to 30 minutes after the start of injection of Ropivacaine. 
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Figure 2: The experimental setup of imaging the hand: The thermal camera and hyper-spectral imaging 
systems are positioned perpendicular towards the hand at a distance of 1 meter. Both cameras make 
images of the back of the hand. 
 

 
Thermography was performed with a calibrated IR thermal camera (FLIR ThermoCam SC640, Seattle, USA), uncooled 
micro-bolometer with a 640x480 pixel array. The sensor has 14 bit dynamic range and a spectral sensitivity from 7.5 to 
13.5 μm. The data were recorded and analyzed with the ThermaCamTM

  Researcher 2007 Pro 2.9 (FLIR systems AB, 
Sweden) software coupled to an IEEE-1394 FireWire interface with a laptop PC. The data were collected with a 
temperature resolution of 0.1 degree Kelvin (K) and the thermal images were acquired with a 5 second interval. Offline 
the data were analyzed with software written in MatLab. The emissivity of the skin was set to 0.99, this means that 
nearly all the heat radiated from the skin depended on the temperature of the skin and not from reflections of the 
surrounding temperature.. The hyper-spectral camera system consists of a compact temperature compensated 
monochrome 12-bit CCD camera (PCO PixelFly QE) in combination with a Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF) (CRI, 
Cambridge Research &. Instrumentation, Inc.)8-11. The LCTF is positioned between the lens and the CCD camera and 
spectrally filters the images between 400 and 720 nm, with a band width of 10 nm. A white LED light source (150 
LED’s with a total power of 15 Watt, spectral range 450-700 nm) has been used to illuminate the skin from 1 meter. 
Cross-polariztion is used to suppress surface reflections. The acquisition software corrects for the spectrum of the 
illuminating light source by adapting the integration time for each wavelength. The selected wavelengths were: 530, 560, 
585, 610 and 650 nm.  
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3. THEORY 

3.1. Near infrared reflectance oxygenation calculation 
The calculations to determine the oxy- en deoxy hemoglobin concentrations are based on the modified Lambert-Beer 
law12, 13 (MLBL), shortly written as: 

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A t c t DPF d G H tλ ε λ λ λ= + +         (3.1) 

With ( )A λ the measured absorbance [-], ( )ε λ molar extinction coefficients [mM-1cm-1], c (t) Concentration of 

molecules [mM], ( )G λ  Oxygen independent, wavelength dependent losses [-], ( )H t  oxygen independent, time 

dependent losses [-], d  source detector distance [cm], ( )DPF λ differential path length factor [-]. The concentration 
changes of O2Hb, and HHb are calculated with 2 different methods: delta time and delta wavelength method. The 
formula 3.1 can be written for 3 wavelengths:  
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    (3.2) 

Solving equation 3.2 as a difference in time (Δt-method) or difference in wavelength (Δλ-method) gives ΔO2Hb and 
ΔHHb. The sum of these concentrations is the total Hb change (ΔtHb) this gives information about the total bloodvolume 
change. The difference of ΔO2Hb and ΔHHb magnifies the effect of hypoxic condition:   
 

2

2

tHb O Hb HHb
HbDiff O Hb HHb
Δ = Δ + Δ

=Δ − Δ
        (3-3) 

The collected hyper-spectral images of the skin surface can be converted to the reflectance spectrum by correcting them 
for spatially non uniform light distribution and the camera dark current:  

Ref

( , ) ( )( , )
( , ) ( )

S t DR t
W t D

λ λλ
λ λ
−

=
−

        (3-4) 

With S(λ) the measured light with the CCD camera, D(λ) the dark current signal of the camera and Wref(λ) the reference 
of 100% reflectance of a white standard. 

By replacing the absorbance by the reflectance the oxygen changes during interventions can be calculated in the 
backscatter or reflectance mode.  

 

3.2. Thermography  
The theory of non contact skin temperature measurements is based on measuring the radiation from on object. The 
theory has been published before14,15, in short the observed radiation from a surface with temperature Ts contains: 
emission from the skin and the reflection from ambient radiation: 
   
  ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )W Tr W Ts W Taε ε= + −        (3-5) 
 
With Tr the apparent radiation temperature measured with the radiometer, ε the skin emissivity, Ta the ambient radiation 
temperature and W(T) the Plank’s equation. The emissivity of the skin is measured in literature (0.95 – 1.0). For a perfect 
blackbody ε=1 and the radiation can be described by the Planck Law, the wavelength of maximum radiation intensity is 
related to the absolute temperature by the Wien’s displacement Law. At normal body temperature the emitted light peak 
is at 9.35 μm, this is just inside an atmospheric windows, there is less absorption by natural gases and water vapor (7.5–
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13.5 μm). The Stefan Boltzmann’s law states that for blackbodies the total energy radiated per unit surface area is 
proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature. Real objects are not blackbodies but can be approached by 
gray bodies. The Boltzmann law can be rewritten for gray bodies using the emissivity: j=εσT4. With j the energy radiated 
per unit surface area in a unit time, σ is the Stefan Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature in degrees 
Kelvin. The modern thermography systems acquire a 2-D image and calculate an absolute temperature images. 
 

3.3. Analyzing method 
The acquired thermographic images have a resolution of 0.1 K. The thermal images of the hand were analyzed by 
placing regions of interest (ROIs), circles with diameter of 1 cm, on the finger tops and on the back of the hand and wrist 
(figure 3). The ROIs are kept on the same location of the hand during the whole registration (if the hand moves then the 
ROI are repositioned to the original position).   
In these ROIs the mean temperatures are calculated for all the images. The ROIs on the back of the hand are averaged to 
one mean ROI, the same was done for the wrist.  
The typical temperature curves after an anesthetic injection are shown in figure 3. They are characterized by the times t1 
and t3 respectively the time from the injection of the anesthetic till the first temperature rise and till the maximum plateau 
is reached. The temperature is characterized by T0 and ΔTtot respectively the normal hand temperature and the maximal 
increase of the temperature to the plateau level.   
  
 

                      
Figure 3:  Ten regions of interest (ROIs) are positioned on the hand. The typical temperature curve after 
anesthetic injection is shown on the right. The curve is characterized by the times after the anesthetic 
injection till the temperature starts rising (t1),and the time till maximum temperature level is reached (t3), 
giving rise to a total temperature change of ΔTtot.  

  
All these characteristic parameters from all the patients were calculated to find a pattern that could predict the 
successfulness or failure of the regional block. The successfulness of the clinical block was determined by testing by the 
surgeon in operating room; no pain was a successful block. 
Another way of analyzing the data is measuring the temperature at specified times; t= 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 minutes 
after anaesthetic injection. At these times the cold test and the temperature measurement were done, these results were 
analyzed by calculating the sensitivity and specificity of the methods tested: cold sensation and IR thermography. 
The definitions whether a test is positive or negative are described in table 1, and the equations to calculate the 
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value are given in table 2 
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 Description Test Result 

Clinical successful 
block 

Pain test at OR 30 minutes after placement 
of regional block. 

No pain sensation after 30 
minutes  

Positive 

  Still pain sensation after 30 
minutes 

Negative 

Cold sensation Cold sensation test on lower arm, two test 
are preformed one on the ventral and 
dorsal site of the arm, if both tests give no 
sensation then the cold test predicts a 
successful block 

No cold sensation Positive  

  Cold sensation  Negative  
IR thermography On all the fingers the temperature is 

measured. If in 2 or more fingers a 
temperature increase of 3 degrees or more 
is found than this test predicts successful 
block.  

Temperature increase > 3 degrees 
Kelvin in 2 or more fingers Positive 

  Not two fingers with a 
temperature increase of more then 
3 degrees. 

Negative 

Table 1: The description of the tests applied and the conditions for a positive or negative result. 
 
 

 
Table 2: the equations to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value 
 
The sensitivity is the ratio of the number of the patients in which the test predicted a correct successful clinical block 
over the total number of patients having a clinical successful block. Specificity is the ratio of the number of patients in 
which the test predicted a correct failed block over all the number of patients having a clinical failed block. The positive 
predictive value is the ratio of patients having a correct predicted positive block over all the positive predicted blocks. 
The negative predictive value is the ratio of the patients having a correct predicted failed block over all the negative 
predicted blocks.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sensitivity  = A/(A+B) 
Specificity  = D/(C+D) 
Positive predictive value = A/(A+C) 
Negative predictive value = D/(B+D) 
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4. RESULTS 
 
In this study 22 patients undergoing hand surgery with axillary plexus block anesthesia were included. To describe the 
response of the hand after placement of the block an example of one patient, with a clinical successful block, is 
described. The thermographic, and oxygenation (ΔO2Hb) images are given in figure 4; the images were selected with an 
interval of 5 minutes from the start to 25 minutes after the placement of the block.  

       
Figure 4:  On the left the thermographic images, in the middle the changes in O2Hb calculated with the Δt-method, and 
on the right de O2Hb images calculated with the Δλ-method. 
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In the thermographic images (left column) it is clearly seen that after 5 minutes the hand starts to warm up. First, the 
fingertips start warming, hereafter the fingers and then the whole hand. In the hemoglobin concentration images of both 
the Δt- and Δλ-method changes in concentrations were seen after 15 minutes. The hyper-spectral images were disturbed 
by fluctuations of the ambient light in the room, and movements of the hand. This made the calculated oxygenation 
images noisy and difficult to interpret. 

As described in chapter 3, ROIs are placed on the hand to calculate the mean temperature changes in these ROIs over 
time, and to calculate the characteristic parameters described in figure 3.  In figure 5 typical temperature curves are 
shown over the first 30 minutes after the placement of the block, measured on all the finger tips and on the back of the 
hand and wrist. A slide decrease in temperature is seen immediately after the placement of the block after which the 
temperature increased to nearly 309 degrees Kelvin (36 degrees Celsius).   

                                       
Figure 5: Typical examples of the mean temperature curves in the ROI (diameter 10 mm), in this example the 
Ropivacaine is injected 1 minute after the start of the registration. 

The average temperature of all the fingers of each patient at the start T0 and at the end (after 30 minutes), Tend, are plotted 
in figure 6. All the patients have an increase in temperature, both the successful or failed blocks. The failed blocks have a 
small increase in temperature but not all the patients with a small increase in temperature have a failed block.  

The distribution of the all starting and end temperatures of all the fingers individual (figure 7) shows a normal 
distribution for the end temperatures but not for the starting temperatures. The staring temperatures show two groups: the 
lower starting temperature with a mean of 299 Kelvin and a group with a higher starting temperature, 307 Kelvin, both 
with a standard deviation of ~1.6 degrees. The end temperatures have a normal distribution with a mean temperature 
308.8 Kelvin and a standard deviation of 1.6 degrees. From this distribution we choose the test criteria for successful IR 
thermographic test. If the temperature increases more then 2 standard deviations (3.2 K) in 2 or more fingers a positive 
test result is obtained (table 1).  
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Figure 6: The average T0 and Tend  of all the fingers of each patient are plotted as bars, the standard deviation is about 
0.8 degrees. The bars marked with a star are the patients with a clinical failed block and the one with a circle have at 
Tend still a cold sensation.  
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Figure 7: Temperature of all the fingers of all the patients at the start of the block (normal hand temperature) and 30 
minutes after the block.  

The temperature increase (ΔT) for successful block differs significantly for that of an unsuccessful block (figure 8). The 
maximum temperature increase for a failed block is in the little finger: 2.7 degrees.  
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Figure 8: Maximum temperature increase for the successful and failed blocks with their standard deviation. The 
temperatures are the mean increase of all the fingers.  

 
Figure 9: The response time t1 and t3 with their standard deviation for both the groups: with a successful block and with 
a failed block.  

Looking at the fingers it can be seen that for successful blocks the first temperature response (t1) starts 5 minutes after 
block placement and maximum temperature change (t3) is reached after 12-14 minutes. When the block failed longer 
response times were found: t1= 6 – 13 minutes and t3 = 20 – 32 minutes.  

In this proceeding we present the first results of the concentration analyzes on the tip of the pointing finger. The results 
of one successful hyper-spectral registration are presented as proof of principle (figure 10). The oxygenation changes 
were small and noisy but the concentration changes were according to the expected physiological changes. An increase 
in O2Hb and tHb was found and the HHb concentration remained nearly constant.  

The hyper-spectral measurements will be further analyzed. A new hyper-spectral imaging system is being developed 
based on LED illumination. This light can flash faster at the requested wavelengths to avoid movement artefacts; also 
corrections for the ambient light will be made. The LED lights can also emit near infrared light; this light will penetrate 
deeper into the tissue and larger concentration changes can be expected. This LED light source will be applied by the 
next group of patients. 
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Figure 10: One example of the concentration changes in the ROI (diameter 10 mm) positioned on the pointing finger, the 
Ropivacaine is injected at the start of the registration (same patient as in figure 5). Both concentration algorithms show 
corresponding results.  

 
The cold response is measured by touching the ventral (front) or dorsal (back) of the under arm with a cold compress, the 
response of the patient is categorized in a two point scale: cold sensation or no cold sensation. The average responses to a 
cold sensation during the first 30 minutes after the block are shown in figure 11. 
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   Figure 11: fraction of the cold sensation during the first 30 minutes after the placement of the block.  
     At the start all patient felt cold sensation and at the end only 20 %.    
 
In figure 12 the data of the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value are plotted over 
time for the IR thermographic and cold sensation tests, calculated according the specification in table 1. At 15 minutes 
the sensitivity of the cold-sensation test is 52 % and for the IR thermography is 95 % , over time both values increase. 
The specificity and the positive predictive value are for both tests the same and are after 5 minutes 100 %. The negative 
predictive value for the IR thermography test is always higher then the cold sensation test. After 15 minutes the cold 
sensation test negative predictive value is 20 % and the thermography test is 75 %. After 25 minutes the IR 
thermography test gives 100% for the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value. 
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Figure 12: Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value for the IR thermographic and 
cold sensation tests.  

5. DISCUSSION 
 

The suitability of IR thermography as an objective tool for determining the quality of an anesthetic block is not 
straightforward; the surrounding of the arm has to be controlled. The room temperature fluctuations, covering of patient 
will influence the measurements. Our included patients could be divided in two groups with different starting 
temperatures. The reason why some patients had a higher starting temperature are not clear, the patient’s demographics 
need to be studied and the type of hand injury could also influence the temperature. The room temperature was constant 
at 24 C and some patients experienced this as cold, possibly they did not acclimatize the hand according to the 
procedure. It could be considered that in clinical practical use only patient with a normal hand temperature lower then 
303 Kelvin (30 Celsius) will be included for thermographic measurements.  
The hyper-spectral images were influenced by fluctuations in the ambient light. For correct interpretation of the acquired 
hyper-spectral images these fluctuations have to be taken into account. In our first measurements this was not done. The 
results of our measurements show concentration variations over the hand in different ROIs, this could be caused by the 
fluctuations in the light in the room and by movements of the hands. Small movements of the hand can cause different 
light reflections from the illuminating light source or from the background light in the room. To correct for these effects 
the background light must be measured frequently in between the wavelength images. The first results of oxygenation 
concentration calculation on the hand were done in a ROI on one finger (pointing finger) are promising as a proof of 
principle but it are still relative measurements.  
The response times in the thermography measurements (figure 9) are for the successful and failed blocks different 
especially the t3 time. It is difficult to detect the t1 or t3 as the signals are noisy and the plateau level is not clear. This 
makes the response time a difficult detection parameter in the practice. The temperature increasement appears to be more 
suitable parameter. 
The hyper-spectral imaging system used in this study was based on a LCT filter in the VIS range; this could be replaced 
by a less expensive LED NIR-VIS light source which can flash in high speed. The selection of near infrared wavelengths 
could give information from deeper tissue layers in the skin. It is to be expected that a faster system will give less 
movement artefacts in the concentration calculation algorithms. The IR camera used could also be replaced by a less 
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sophisticated camera or point measurement system. These systems could observe only the ROIs that give an early 
indication of the effectiveness of the block. 
  

6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this study we evaluated the use of thermographic and hyper-spectral images for assessing the success or failure of the 
anesthetic block. We observed that thermography is an early predictor for the success or failure of the anesthetic block.  
The cold sensation test has a lower sensibility as the thermography test. The cold sensation test is subjective and depends 
on the patient’s ability to interpretate the difference in the cold sensation versus touch sensation. 
We have shown as a proof of principle that the hyper-spectral test using the total hemoglobin concentration change as 
indication for a successful bock is in good agreement with the thermography measurements. Further study will be 
necessary to improve the analysis methods and to improve of our acquisition system; corrections for the ambient light   
and movement of the object are necessary. We aim to make the camera systems so simple and fast that they can yield 
real-time measurements and thus real-time assessment of the success of an anesthetic block. 
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